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The

Green village
redefining the creative potential of

Bamboo

R

egarded across Asia as sacred, symbolising grace, strength, flexibility, and
longevity, one of the world’s most beautiful, versatile and sustainable materials

bamboo is rapidly becoming the most environmentally
conscientious construction material of choice.
With rainforests almost depleted and cement a carbon
load, not only is bamboo uniquely efficient, it has the
compressive force of concrete and the strength-toweight ratio of steel, not even sustainable timber can
compare with it as a “conscientious” building material.
Traditional short-term uses has now given way to
new treatment methods with a capacity for longer
life, allowing architects and designers alike to

Architect
Elora Hardy

create a completely new architectural and interior
design vocabulary, a vocabulary expressed in one
the most articulate ways here in the Green Village.
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Built “light on land”, with minimal disturbance to its
natural environment the Green Village is set along
Bali’s terraced slopes of the Ayung River in Sibang.
A master-planned residential community of eighteen
multilevel luxury houses, representing a fusion of the
old, new, and inspirational. Each custom designed,
rigorously engineered, and hand-constructed to embody the inherent beauty, strengths and versatility of
bamboo in a wonderfully unique and dramatic way.

Developed as an extension of the famous Green
School, the template for the sustainable principles,
architectural innovations and structural vocabulary,
each Green Village property requiring approximately
four months to design and a further six months to
construction. Remarkable when you consider the
level of luxury, care and attention to detail in their
design is high enough to rival that of many of Bali’s
top resorts or high-end villas.
The Designer responsible for Green Village is Elora
Hardy, creative director and driving force behind the
Bali based architectural firm Ibuku, which means “my
mother,” a reference to Mother Earth. This remarkable
woman, daughter of the Green School founder John
Hardy, spent the first 14 years of her life in Bali before
returning in 2010. Inspired to reconnect with the
culture and landscape that she loves Elora leads the

A master-planned residential community of eighteen
multilevel luxury houses representing a fusion of

design process, from the conceptual stage through
to the interior and furniture design, creating each of

the old, new, and inspirational incorporating vast

these original bamboo properties not only to meet

living spaces.

they fit seamlessly with the landscape.

spiral staircases, bridges and stunning expansive
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the specific requirements of their owners but to ensure
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Along Bali’s terraced slopes of the Ayung River in
Sibang Ibuku have created a masterpiece of construction design with sustainably-sourced bamboo.
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Cultivating the traditional skills and techniques of

craftsmen and artisans to build these bamboo homes

Ibuku’s team of Balinese craftsmen with cutting edge

and furniture. Although, where possible, attempts are

innovation has been integral to the success of the

made to use just sustainable and recycled materials

Green Village. It is here that one can clearly see a

this is not always practical or possible. Ibuku also uses

innovative approach to architecture that embraces

concrete for the foundations, copper and brass for

the essence of its environment form-

fitting as well as huge river boulders

ing organic living sculptures. With

brought in from Java for the kitchen

the guiding principle that “bamboo

counters. During the design process

can change the way we build”,

instead of conventional blueprints,

this natural material is at the very

Ibuku sketch then create scaled down

heart of all of Ibuku’s projects.

model structures of the homes using
hand-whittled bamboo sticks.

The firm’s architects, Defit Wijaya,
Putra Wiarsa, Nyoman Kerta, Eka
Wiradana and Ali Faqih, all of whom

With the aide of computer software
these models are then replicated in

were born, raised and educated in Indonesia, form

3D lines for the engineers to study before finalising the

the core design team for Green Village. Throughout

precise proportions with the architects. The bamboo

the construction process, these master craftsmen

selected for use is then treated with a natural

work closely alongside teams of other skilled local

salt solution to permanently protect it from insects.

Onsite the craftsmen, many of whom descended from
generations of wood and stone carvers, use bamboo
rulers to measure and replicate the model to full scale,
all under the watchful eye of the architects and
engineers who, to ensure design correctness and

A great deal of imagination is required in designing
the interior of each villa. Being a flexible material,
bamboo is easy to combine with other materials.
Stone, copper and brass have also been used in the
construction, either for functional reasons or to
complete a certain look.

structural integrity, follow the construction through to
completion.
Reinventing the rules and standards of what a building
can look like, The Green Village is a testament to the
Fmi
www.greenvillagebali.com
email: info@greenvillagebali.com

power of bamboo and the possibilities of innovative
sustainable architecture, reminding us that luxury and

o

comfort can indeed co-exist within nature.
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